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By making suitable approximations to the statistical mechanical expression for
visrosit)· de\'e1oped by Born and Creen (1) a general form for \'iscosit)· is dnclopl-d.
When simultaneously applied to light hydrocarbons. methane through n·butane. the
resulting eqnations reproduce the data o\'er a wide range of conditions.
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From purely dimensional considerations the
proportionality factor « , is given by

a l = K l (;) ~) ~ Eq. 6

The second ternl corresponds to the kinetic
contribution and has already been assumed
to equal 1£0 (T). TIlliS, it is the first teon
in equation .. with which we will be con
cerned.

In evaluating the integral, the first as·
sumption made is that the noncquilihrium
distribution function II (r) is proportional
to the radial distribution function at equi
librium, i.e.,

Thus,
"'v = K1
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Eq. 7
From an analysis of the plot, given in
Figure I, of the radial distribution function
and the derivative of the potential function,
it is found that this product can be approxi-

FIC11&!: 1. Functions of intermolecular di..
tance.
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Modem theories of fluids (1-4) hold that
the coefficient of viscositv should be ex·
pressed as the sum of two ternls, i.e.,

The terms IlK and "'v arc usually referred
to as the kinetic and intermolecular force
contributions to viscosity, respectively. At
low density, one is primarily concerned with
the transfer of momentum due to the free
motion of molecules between collisions. At
high density momentum transfers due to
intermolecular forces predominate. Both
contributions are dependent on density and
temperature. However, in the dilute gas
limit, where the thernlal motion of the mole
cules is the principal contribution, ".K is
a function of temperature only and the
intermolecular force contribution is negli
gible. These conditions can be written as

For computational purposes ilK (T,p) will
he assumed equal to ". 0 (T), i.e., it does
not vary to any great extent from the dilute
;:as value.

Born and Green (1) derived the viscosity
aeffieient in terms of integrals which can
lC written as
.. to I " tel ,J'le) e
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mated by a gaussian type curve with a maxi
mum at the average intenno]ecular distance
(1. This type of function has been integrated
and is
J ~Ir) _'Ir) r 4 (lr; N~lrl' _'lr1, r 1

4 IW/~)~

Eq.8

where
J • cl l ( 1n .~(r) + In 16' (r) + 41n (r) )/clr2 If • r

1

Eq. 9

Before proceeding further, it is necessary
to choose models for the radial distribution
function and the potentia] function. The
Lennard-Jones potential model,

12 6 ]
~(r) .. 4« [(a/r) - «(1/r) Eq. ]0

is utilized. It is assumed that only the
attractivc portion of this model contributes
to the viscosity or Id'lr) = 6"t/r7 Eq.11

r
1

.. w- 1/ 3 ( HP/M )-1/3 Eq. ]5'

The intenno]ecular force contribution to
viscosity can then be written as Eq. ]6
IIy • Xl ( 2W/I05 ) (42..,.) ~ (p5/3/..S/3w l/3)

Thcrefore, the viscosity at any temperature
and density is simply the sum of JJ 0 (1')
and the above result.

In order to test the usefulness of the
developed expression for viscosity, the final
equation was applied to individual light
hydrocarbons. A nonlinear least squares
technique was used to evaluate the parame
ters, K, and w, for ethane through n-butane.
It was found that there are, indeed, values
of the parameters which arc capable of
reproducing the data with fairly close agree
ment. These results are summarized in
Table 1, along with the Lennard-Jones

TABLE 1. Individual light hydrocarbon parameters.

Material f/k , OK 0 w K. Std. nev.(1, A .l
Ethane 262.0 4.238 0.608 0.533 2.5%

Propane 346.0 4.668 0.613 0.5i4 3.5%

n-butane -f10.0 -f,997 0.608 0.585 3.6%

p .. ( 42"t/r~kT ) + ( J/r~

The radial distribution function is approxi
mated by Eq. 12

N~(r) a n 2 exp[ - ~(r)/kT

Thus IJ can be reduced to

Eq. 13

The second term in Equation ] 3 can be
neglected at moderate temperatures, so that
equation 8 becomes .Eq. 14

"v .. K1 ( 2tr/105 ) (42rmtr ) ~ n 2r 1

exp( ,,/r~kT )

Now one can relate the average intermolec
ular distance to the density through the con
cept of a packing factor (3). Thus, rl is
given by

parameter values (3) used in the calcula
tion.

111e data llSed to obtain these results cover
the ranges 7r to 340°F and 14.7 to 8000
psia. From the standard deviations listed
there can be no doubt that the temperature
and density dependence of equation 15 is
reasonably good over the indicated ranges.
The results in Table 1 also demonstrate
the possibility of utilizing universal values
for K, and w. With this in mind, further
calculations were made with methane
ethane, propane, and n-butane data ( 5)
llSed simultaneously to detemlinc the
parameters K1 and w. The Lennard-Jones
parameter values (6) used in these calcu]a
tions for methane are flk = 144.00 K and
(T = 3.796°A. These calculations showed
that it is possible to describe the viscosity
of an fOUT light hydrocarbons using a com-



mon set of values for K1 and w. These
rcsults are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Generalized parameters 101 light
hydrocarbons.
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r -Intermolecular distance

V -Molecular velocity

w -Parameter in equation for viscosity

Materials .
Temperature Range
Pressure Range
w
K1
Standard De-.-iation

C1 to n.c.
100° to HO°F
14.7 to 5000 psia
0.573
0.621
3.28~

IJ -Relative standard deviation of data

'Y -Constant in attraction part of potential
function

E -Parameter in Lennard·Jones potential
function

The most encouraging aspect of this study
is the fact that the constants introduced
into the derivation evidentlv are universal
for a given class of compolllids. These con
stants were introduced in the assumptions
made to transform the microscopic expres
sion for viscosity, given in terms of inter
molecular separation, into a macroscopic
expression in terms of density. The adequacy
of such assumptions can only be established
by a comparison with data; however, en
suing calculations can and do lend credence
to thc proposed approximations. This
method of attack can also be applied to
mixturcs and other transport properties.
Preliminarv calculations for themlal con
ductivity i13ve yielded encouraging rcsults.
The major conclusion to be made is that
the molccular theory of fluids providcs an
excellent basis for the prediction of trans
port properties.

NOMENCLATURE

K 1 -Parameter in equation for viscosity

M -Molecular weight

N -A\"ogadro number

P -Absolute Pressure

R -Universal gas constant

T -Absolute temperature

k -Boltzmann's constant

N°-Radial distribution function
2

Jl -Codficient of \iscosity

Jl 0 -Dilute gas \"iscosity

Jl -Contribution to viscosity due to the motion
K of molecules between collisions

Jl -Contribution to viscosity due to the action
V of intermolecular forces

" (R) -Function of intermolecular distance

11" -The constant 3.1416

p -Mass density

tT -Parameter in Lennard.Jones potential
function
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